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Disclaimer

 This project was performed by the Southwest Research Institute for the 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC). 

 Reported results are preliminary, and part of an ongoing research program.

 The expressed views do not necessarily reflect the views or regulatory 
position of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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Part 2 – Demonstration of Feasibility 

through Simple Example Problems
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Three Examples

 Example 1: Simple structural element (a typical interior shear wall) is designed using selected 
combinations of SDC and LS categories and using the ASCE 43 and 4 standards. The same 
element is also designed using the conventional approach.  Fragilities are developed for each 
case and compared and used to compute failure probabilities.

 Example 2: Generic fragility calculations are performed for selected combinations of SDC and 
LS categories using the assumptions outlined in the ASCE 43 and 4 standards with respect to 
performance goals.

 Example 3: Simple examples of selected individual sequences exhibit effects of alternative 
selections of ASCE 43 SDC and LS categories for design. These results for individual sequences 
are shown as frequencies and consequences (either, doses or core damage). The results 
demonstrate, at  a very conceptual level, whether the proposed new approaches to design 
are feasible, and the associated variation of event sequence frequencies. 
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Example 1 – Shear Wall

 Shear walls are major structural elements in low aspect nuclear power plant structures 
that are used to resist seismic loads;

 Our simplified shear wall represents a relatively common design element that can be 
used to evaluate the various combinations of SDC and LS and resulting fragilities within 
the ASCE 43 and ASCE 4 design framework;

 In several past and recent SPRAs, shear wall failures under seismic loads have been a 
significant contributor to both CDF and LERF;  and

 Results from this simplified problem provide useful insights into how to adjust existing 
designs (and hence SSC fragilities) to incorporate the various combinations of SDC 
design ground motions and damage limit states.
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Shear Wall Characteristics

 The shear wall is assumed located on a hard rock site (site A in the report)
 The shear wall dimensions are typical for interior shear walls in a nuclear power plant, 

with an aspect ratio less than two;
 The initial shear wall resonant frequency is around 8 Hz. We placed additional mass at 

the top of the walI to obtain the desired fundamental frequency and substantial in-
plane shear forces;

 Only in-plane failure modes and designs were explored, and the top mass was assumed 
to be restrained for the out-of-plane motion;

 Only in-plane and vertical excitations were considered. The design motions are in 
accordance with the DRS for various SDC categories

 The height and width dimensions of the shear wall were fixed in our sensitivity studies, 
but the reinforcement ratios and thicknesses were varied to account for chosen 
combinations of SDC levels and LS categories.

 Walls were designed to ASCE 43 and 4, and ACI codes 
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Shear Wall Cases Examined

 The following ASCE 43 SDC and LS categories are evaluated
– SDC-5 and LS-D
– SDC-5 and LS-C
– SDC-4 and LS-D

 RG 1.60 spectra anchored to site SSE PGA and traditional design criteria (LS-D)
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Shear Wall Fragility Results for Cases Evaluated

Am 2.08 1.64 1.40

βR 0.25 0.27 0.25

βU 0.28 0.19 0.21

βc 0.38 0.31 0.32

HCLPF 0.76 0.8 0.66

Failure Frequency/yr 2.86×10−6 4.64×10−6 6.87×10−6

SDC5/LS-D SDC5/LS C SDC4/LS D

Ratio 1.00 1.62 2.40
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For Fμ = 2.0



Shear Wall Fragilities
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Example 2 – Development of Fragilities 
based on Design Criteria

 Example of derivation of the fragilities of SSCs that are designed to ASCE 43 
requirements

 It is assumed that the SSC will be designed to the full limits of design criteria
 For the sake of simplicity, SSC fragility is calculated in terms of median ground 

acceleration capacity (Am) and the composite variability (βc)
 Three cases are considered

– Structural fragility
– Equipment functional fragility
– Anchorage fragility
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ASCE 43 Design Criteria

Seismic design of SSCs according to ASCE 43 is summarized by the following steps:
1. Assume SCD 5 for safety related SSC
2. Performance goal for SDC 5, PF = 10−5 per year
3. DBE Design Response Spectrum (DRS) = SF × UHRS for PF where SF is the scale factor 

and UHRS is the uniform hazard response spectrum at exceedance frequency HP =PF
• For a rock site selected DRS pga = 0.5 g

4. ASCE 43 specifies additional performance targets: 1% probability of unacceptable 
performance for DBE shaking and 10% probability of unacceptable performance at 
1.5 DBE shaking.

5. Select a limit state
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ASCE 43 Design Criteria (contd.)

 Perform seismic response analysis following ASCE 4: 80% probability of non-
exceedance response given the DBE shaking

 Design structural elements (e.g., shear walls, beams, columns, tanks etc.) using ACI 349 
and AISC codes as per ASCE 43

 For equipment qualified by testing, use the test response spectrum (TRS) as 1.33 times 
the Required Response Spectrum (RRS); RRS at the equipment mounting (floor) level is 
obtained for the DBE DRS and seismic response analysis per ASCE 4
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Development of Structural Fragility

 Assume a shear wall in a safety related building in the plant. Its median ground acceleration capacity can be 
written as:

– Am = FT × DBE PGA
– where FT =  FStrength Fμ FR

 Strength factor reflects the uncertainty in the material property (reinforcing steel) and in the shear failure 
formula based on EPRI TR-103959

– Fmat = 1.20; βc = 0.10 
– Fformula = 2.0; βc = 0.20 
– Inelastic energy absorption factor Fμ = 1.80; βc = 0.20

 Response factor FR is obtained by invoking the ASCE 4-16 goal of achieving the 80% probability of non-
exceedance of response for DBE shaking

– FR = exp (0.842 βR) where βR = 0.35
– FR = 1.34
– Total Factor of Safety = 1.20 × 2.00 × 1.80 × 1.34 = 5.80; βc = 0.46

 The median ground acceleration capacity of the shear wall designed to Limit State D is given 
by ( 5.8 × 0.50 =) 2.9 g

 HCLPF Capacity = 1.0 g
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Assess the fragility if the shear wall is designed to Limit State C

 If the shear wall is designed to Limit State C, the design demand is reduced by a factor 
representing the inelastic energy absorption (see Eq. 5-1a of ASCE 43).  All other things 
being the same, the median ground acceleration capacity will also be reduced by this 
factor

 Table 5-1 of ASCE 43 gives this reduction factor as 1.5 for Limit State C

 Therefore, the median ground acceleration capacity of the shear wall designed to Limit 
State C is given by (2.9 g/1.5 =) 1.93 g

 HCLPF capacity = 1.0 g/1.5 =0.67 g

 Note by designing to Limit State C, the shear wall will have less reinforcement (other 
design features such as span, height and wall thickness may not change).  Designing for 
a lower limit state would generally result in cost savings
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Assess the fragility if the shear wall is designed to SDC 4

 If the shear wall is designed at SDC 4 for Limit State D, the input to the seismic demand 
analysis will be based on the performance goal of 4×10−5 per year.  The DBE PGA is 
0.25g

 The median ground acceleration capacity of the SCD 4 shear wall is given by (2.9 g ×
(0.25/.50) =) 1.45g

 HCLPF capacity = 0.50 g

 Note by designing the wall as SDC 4, the shear wall will have less reinforcement (other 
design features such as span, height and wall thickness may not change) since the DRS 
input is lower 

 Designing for a lower SDC would generally result in cost savings
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Comparison of Failure Frequencies

 The shear wall fragility is convolved with the site-specific seismic hazard to obtain the 
failure frequency
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Design Criteria Median Capacity PGA, g Failure Frequency/yr

SDC 5 LS D 2.90 1.31×10−6

SDC 5 LS C 1.93 3.89×10−6

SDC 4 LS D 1.45 7.73×10−6



Shear Wall Fragilities (Example 2)
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Example 3 – Evaluate Selected Event Sequences to 
Examine Impacts of Alternate SDC and LS Categories
 Use available PRA information to develop simplified functionally coherent event sequences for an 

advanced non-LWR design and a large LWR design;

 Select and simplify the sequences that result in consequences in-terms of doses or core damage; 

 Select initial generic fragility values as if the design reflects current seismic design criteria (i.e. 
SDC 5 and LS D of ASCE 43). This is the base case;

 Select hazard curves for two sites for quantification of the event sequences; 

 Select alternative SDC and LS categories to evaluate changes in the risk quantification;

 Revise fragilities of components to reflect the designs conducted to alternative selection of SDCs 
and LSs; and

 Quantify event sequence results and compare them to base case to evaluate how much change in 
introduced by using the LMP/ASCE 43 Integration Approach
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Caveats

 These simple examples do not explore the following questions:
– Generic vs. site-specific design;
– Effect on cumulative risk;
– Changes in risk insights, such as changes in dominant sequences, dominant 

contributors, and non-seismic failures;
– Complex decision and implementation challenges; and 
– Impact of other regulatory and technical considerations.

 These questions will be explored in next phase
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Hazard Curves for Site A and I
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Simplified Event Tree for a Hypothetical Advanced Reactor 
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Fragilities for Three Design Options
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Case A Hazard Data; Three Design Options

LMP Design 1
SDC5/LS-D

LMP Design 2
SDC4/LS-D

LMP Design 3
SDC5/LS-C

LMP Design 3
SDC5/LS-C

Sensitivity S1

Am βC Am βC Am βC Am βC

Shear 
Wall 2.9 0.43 1.45 0.46 1.93 0.43 1.93 0.43

Primary 
Boundary 2.9 0.43 1.45 0.46 1.93 0.43 1.93 0.43

HTS 
Cooling 1.24 0.40 0.62 0.4 1.24 0.4 0.93 0.4

SCS 
Cooling 1.24 0.40 0.62 0.4 1.24 0.4 0.93 0.4



F-C Curve Generic Design and Site – A
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F-C Curve Generic Design and Site – I
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Example of Simplified PWR Event SEQ-1
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Results from Three sequence Site A –PWR Example
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Event Sequence Frequency
Sequence Cut-Sets SDC 5/LSD SDC 4/LSD SDC5/LSC

SEQ-1 SEQ-1=
fLOSP fMCC fSG-COOLING

fSG-COOLING=(fECST&fMCC) OR 
(fECST&fEDG)

2.61×10−6 1.33×10−5 5.40×10−6

SEQ-2 SEQ-2= 
fLOSP fEDG (fECST OR fTDAFW) 2.18×10−6 1.12×10−5 2.25×10−6

SEQ-3 SEQ-3= fRVP fECST 6.06×10−6 8.67×10−6 6.05×10−6

LOSP= Loss of Off-site Power
MCC= Motor Control Center 
ECST= Emergency Condensate Storage Tank 

EDG = Emergency Diesel Generator 
RVP = Reactor Vessel internal
TDAFW = TD Auxiliary Feed Water pump



Results from Three sequence Site I –PWR Example
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Event Sequence Frequency
Sequence Cut-Sets SDC 5/LSD SDC 4/LSD SDC5/LSC

SEQ-1 SEQ-1=
fLOSP fMCC fSG-COOLING

fSG-COOLING =(fECST&fMCC) 
OR (fECST&fEDG)

2.88×10−8 2.16×10−7 6.94×10−8

SEQ-2 SEQ-2= 
fLOSP fEDG (fECST OR 
fTDAFW)

2.50×10−8 1.87×10−7 2.60×10−8

SEQ-3 SEQ-3= fRVP fECST 8.83×10−8 1.51×10−7 8.82×10−8

LOSP= Loss of Off-site Power
MCC= Motor Control Center
ECST= Emergency Condensate Storage Tank 

EDG = Emergency Diesel Generator
RVP = Reactor Vessel internal
TDAFW = TD Auxiliary Feed Water pump



Preliminary Insights from Examples

 Other loads affect options for seismic design
 Response spectral shape may have significant impact on energy absorption factor
 Changes in probability of failure are relatively insensitive because of flat seismic hazard 

curves
 Reduction in the median capacity is not in direct proportion to the ratio of design 

ground motions
 Design for LS C will probably involve more iterative design work
 It is feasible to derive generic fragilities because of the ASCE 43 performance-based 

approach
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Preliminary Insights from Examples

 The simple examination of selected event sequences shows that changes in 
frequencies of failure remain well within the acceptable range

 The frequency of individual sequences can go up and down and, therefore, it is crucial 
to analyze the entire SPRA model to evaluate impact on cumulative risk and risk 
insights (proposed Phase 2 activity)

 Changes in seismic design requirements are feasible
 Maturity of the SPRA methodology makes it feasible to demonstrate compliance with 

risk criteria.
 The proposed approach can be used both for a standard generic design and for a site-

specific design
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Risk-informed, performance-
based design: past and present

Andrew Whittaker
SUNY Distinguished Professor

University at Buffalo, NY
Chair, ASCE Nuclear Standards Committee
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Outline

• ASCE/SEI Standards 4 and 43
• Key PBEE nuggets
• PBEE, Revision 0, 1981: Nuclear
• PBEE, Revision 1, 1992-1997: Buildings
• PBEE, Revision 2,  2009: Nuclear
• PBEE, Revision 3, 2000-2012: Buildings
• RIPBd, 2020: nuclear

• Seismic isolation, ARPA-E, nonlinear analysis, standards

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



ASCE/SEI Standards 4 and 43

• ASCE/SEI Standard 4
• Analysis of safety-related nuclear structures
• ASCE 4-16 superseded 4-98

• ASCE/SEI Standard 43
• Design of safety-related nuclear structures
• ASCE 43-19 will supersede 43-05

• Scheduled for publication in Q4 of 2020

• Chapter on seismic isolation

• Seismic design categories and limit states

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



ASCE/SEI Standard 43
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Key PBEE nuggets
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Key PBEE nuggets
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PBEE Rev 0, 1981: Nuclear
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PBEE Rev 1, 1992-1997
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PBEE Rev 1, 1992-1997
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Safety



PBEE Rev 1, 1992-1997
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PBEE Rev 1, 1992-1997

• Damage = f (a, v, Δ)
• Methods of analysis

• Linear static
• Nonlinear static
• Response-history

• Acceptance criteria
• Component actions

• Deformation, force
• f (analysis method)
• System performance

• IO, LS, CP
Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



PBEE Rev 1, 1992-1997
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PBEE Rev 2, 2009: Nuclear
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PBEE Rev 2, 2009: Nuclear
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PBEE Rev 2, 2009: Nuclear
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PBEE Rev 2, 2009: Nuclear
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PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012

• Rev 1 shortcomings
• Audience
• Focus

• Components 
• System level

• Performance metrics
• D/C, deformations
• Deaths, dollars 

downtime, carbon
• Asset allocation

• Risk focus
• Assessment types

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012
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PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012
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DS1 DS2 DS3

Flexural cracks <  3/16"
Shear (diagonal) cracks < 1/16"

  

Flexural cracks > 1/4"
Shear (diagonal) cracks > 1/8"

   

Max. crack widths >3/8"
Significant spalling/ loose cover

    

1.5% 3.0% 5.0%

0.2 0.3 0.4

Patch cracks each side with caulk Remove loose concrete Shore 
Paint each side Patch spalls with NS grout Demo existing wall

Patch cracks each side with caulk Replace

Paint each side Patch and paint 

Max. consequence up to lower quantity $4.00 per sq ft up to 800 sq ft $10.00 per sq ft up to 800 sq ft $50.00 per sq ft up to 200 sq ft
Min consequence over upper quantity $2.00 per sq ft over 4000 sq ft $5.00 per sq ft over to 4000 sq ft $30.00 per sq ft over 2000 sq ft
Beta (consequence) 0.2 0.3 0.3 

days weeks months

70%

CONSEQUENCE FUNCTION

TIMEFRAME TO ADDRESS CONSEQUENCES

MEDIAN DEMAND 

BETA

CORRELATION (%)

DAMAGE FUNCTIONS

DAMAGES STATES, FRAGILIITES, AND CONSEQUENCE FUNCTIONS

 DESCRIPTION

ILLUSTRATION
(example photo or drawing)

Fragility Specification
B1044.000 Reinforced Concrete Shearwalls

BASIC COMPOSITION Reinforced concrete and finishes both sides

Units for basic quantities Square feet of wall area
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PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020

• Model structure 
• Analysis for each stripe

• Nonlinear response 
history

• Simplified linear

• Predict median:
• Story drifts
• Floor accelerations
• Floor velocities
• Residual drifts

• Dispersions

δ



PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012
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• Monte Carlo process
• 100s to 1000s of spins

• Per intensity
• 11 sets of base analyses

• Each spin a realization
• Unique

• Demands 
• Damage
• Consequences

• Generate loss curves



PBEE Rev 3, 2000-2012
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• 50-year loss $2,000K
• 100-year loss $14,000K

• 200-year loss $44,000K
• Ave annual loss $540K



RIPB design—disciplinary silos

• Coupled soil-structure-equipment response
• Earthquake shaking spectrum
• Building amplification, equipment amplification
• Cost
• Infuse PRA into design
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RIPBd—isolation of LLWRs
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RIPBd—isolation of LLWRs

• Regulatory guidance available
• American Society of Civil Engineers

• Chapter 12 of ASCE 4-16
• Chapter 9 of ASCE 43-19

• NUREG/CRs
• Technical considerations (7253)
• Isolation of NPPs with sliding bearings (7254)
• Isolation of NPPs with sliding bearings (7255)

• MCEER reports: 08-0019, 09-0008, 15-0006, 15-0008
• Numerical models for LDR, LR and FP isolators
• Seismic PRA procedures

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



RIPBd—isolation of LLWRs
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RIPBd—isolation of equipment

• ARPA-E focus is advanced reactors 
• Pathway to seismically isolate equipment

• Analysis, design, qualification, PRA, ASCE 4-21
• Cost study, EPRI report 03002018345, August 2020 
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RIPBd—isolation of equipment



RIPBd—isolation of equipment
• Steam generator
• Molten salt pebble bed reactor

Kitayama et al., 2016
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RIPBd—nonlinear analysis

• ASCE 4 and 43
• Soil, isolators, dampers, soil-foundation interface, 

structure, equipment, anchorages
• Advanced reactors different from LLWRs

• DOE-funded Pathway 3 FOA to SC Solutions
• Integrated nonlinear analysis of systems
• Software CGD

• Guidance and test cases
• Agnostic to software platform
• Agnostic to reactor-type 

• Build regulatory confidence

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020



RIPBd—codes and standards

• Integrated codes and standards
• ASCE 4 and 43

• PBEE circa 1995, FEMA 273
• AISC N690
• ACI 349
• ASME
• IEEE
• ANS

• SPRA suitable for LLWRS
• AR and microreactors: SDC 3 and 4, LS C

• Perhaps the biggest challenge to RIPBd

Enhancing risk-informed and performance-based seismic safety for advanced NLWRs, Washington, DC, 09/2020
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DISCLAIMER OF RESPONSIBILITY
This document was prepared by GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas, LLC 
(GEH) and is furnished solely for the purpose of providing information in 
support of this public workshop. No other use, direct or indirect, of the 
document or the information it contains is authorized. Neither GEH nor any of 
the contributors to this document:
•Makes any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the completeness, 

accuracy, or usefulness of the information contained in this document or that such use of 
any information may not infringe privately owned rights; or
• Assumes any responsibility for liability or damage of any kind that may result from any 

use of such information.
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
Presentation Objective
• Describe the experience GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) has gained with Risk Informed 

Performance Based (RIPB) seismic design while working on ta recent DOE U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) test reactor project
• Describe the current approach for the seismic design of the new GEH’s BWRX-300 Small 

Modular Reactor (SMR) 
• ASCE 43-05 Limit State concept is introduced to consider limited permanent deformations for 

II/I seismic interaction evaluations 

• Present GEH’s perspectives for using RIPB for:
• the development of new advanced sodium-cooled reactor technologies
• the development of the design-for-construction BWRX-300 SMR
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Project
• GEH is part of the team working on the development of a fast-neutron testing facility for 

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) VTR project
• The likely design will be a 300 MWt sodium-cooled 

reactor based on GEH’s PRISM reactor design
• The primary functions of the VTR are to provide 

reliable testing of fuels and materials for advanced 
reactors

• Plant heat rejected to the atmosphere primarily via 
sodium-air heat exchangers

• Conceptual seismic design is being performed to 
advance the VTR design 
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Seismic Design Basis
• The RIPB approach is being implemented for the VTR design to:
• meet the plant safety requirements of U.S. DOE Order 420.1C, Chapter IV
• achieve an acceptable and balanced risk to the facility workers and public by applying seismic 

design requirements commensurate with the severity of consequences from SSC failure

• The  graded approach of DOE-STD-1020-2016 is implemented for the seismic design and 
evaluation of VTR Structures, Systems and Components (SSCs)
• Performance category and an approximate annual probability of unacceptable 

performance (PF) is assigned to all:
• VTR SSCs required to perform its safety function for protection of the public and co-located 

workers during and after a design basis seismic event
• Other VTR SSCs used to protect these safety SSCs or to prevent or mitigate two-over-one 

common-cause failures and systems interaction effects during and after design basis seismic 
event
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Seismic Design Categories
• VTR safety SSCs are categorized in the five ASCE 43-05 Seismic Design Categories (SDC)
• The seismic design of VTR SDC-3, SDC-4, and SDC-5 SSCs is based on Design Basis Earthquakes 

(DBEs), defined in Table 1-2 of ASCE 43-05 by seismic hazard exceedance probabilities (HD) 
that meet the required performance (PF) goals:
• SDC-3 DBE with HD = 4 x 10-4 to meet target performance goal PF ≈ 1 x 10-4

• SDC-4 DBE with HD = 4 x 10-4 to meet target performance goal PF ≈ 4 x 10-5

• SDC-5 DBE with HD = 1 x 10-4 to meet target performance goal PF ≈ 1 x 10-5

• The seismic design of VTR SDC-1 and SDC-2 SSCs is based on the DBE developed per provisions 
of IBC-2015 and ASCE 7-10
• The VTR SDC-1 DBE is developed considering ASCE 7-10 Risk Category II approximately corresponding 

to PF < 10-3

• The SDC-2 DBE is developed considering ASCE 7-10 Risk Category IV approximately corresponding to 
PF < 4 x 10-3
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Limit States
Four Limit States (LS) are assigned to VTR seismically categorized SSCs based on critical 
threshold value(s) of stress, strain, or deformation at which the SSC fails its safety function 
or compromises the safety function of another SSC during and/or after a design 
earthquake

LS are assigned to different types of SSC using the examples provided in Appendix B of 
ANSI/ANS-2.26-2004
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Seismic Categorization
• The selection of SDC and LS is based on results of integrated safety analyses perfomed per guidelines of 

ANSI/ANS-2.26-2004, Section 6 considering the following concepts:
• Defense-in-depth to design the facility with layers of defense against adverse consequences of the SSC failure

• Redundancy of the considered SSC safety function that is performed by another SSCs or can be replaced by 
administrative or control measure 

• Common cause failure of multiple SSCs resulting from a certain licensing basis event, unless SSCs is robust or 
incorporates redundancy with low probability of failure during earthquake

• Robustness achieved by providing assured margins in the resistance to seismically induced damage typically by 
using LS C or D levels for the seismic design

• II/I system interaction of safety and non-safety SSCs which failure may impair the safety function of another SSCs

• SDC and LS are assigned to the VTR SSCs based on the level of unmitigated consequences of earthquake 
induced failure
• Unmitigated consequences are estimated without taking credit for mitigating effects of any SSC or procedure
• Unmitigated consequence tresholds specified by DOE-STD-1020-2016, Section 2.3.3 are used 
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Conceptual Design Seismic Design Categories
• In the absence of safety analysis results and site design inputs, a conservative categorization of VTR safety 

SSCs was used for purposes of conceptual seismic design evaluations

• All VTR structures and foundations that support and/or protect safety SSCs are categorized in the SDC that 
corresponds to the highest SDC of the SSCs they support or protect
• Conceptual design of SDC-5 and SDC-3 SSCs defaults to LS-D (essentially elastic behavior and no damage), 

with a few exceptions:
• The seismic design of RV auxiliary cooling system stacks (RVACS) may consider LS-C  because it’s safety 

performance is not affected by the RVACS limited permanent deformations
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR II/I System Interaction Considerations
• Section 6.3.2.4 of ANSI/ANS-2.26-2004 specifies the following approaches for addressing 

II/I system interaction and categorization of SSCs which failure may affect the safety 
function of nearby safety SSC

1) upgrade the non-safety or lower SDC or Limit State SSC to the necessary extent to preclude its adverse 
interaction with the target safety SSC

2) place the non-safety or lower SSCs in the same or higher SDC and modify its LS to preclude interaction with 
the target SSCs 

3) configure the facility layout or SSCs design to preclude adverse II/I interaction with safety SSCs
4) designing the target safety SSCs to withstand the imposed interaction load

• For the conceptual design, VTR SSCs which failure may affect the safety function of 
nearby safety SSC:
• are designed based on their seismic categorization 
• separate II/I interaction evaluations are performed for these SSCs using the SDC DBE of the 

target safety SSC and considering LS-C limited permanent deformations and minimal damage
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Design Response Spectra
• 5% damped performance-based Design Response Spectra (DRS) are developed for seismic design of VTR SDC-3, SDC-4 

and SDC-5 SSCs following the approach of ASCE 43-05, Section 2.1 to achieve relatively consistent annual probability 
of earthquake induced failure across the whole range of structural frequencies and locations

• In the absence of specific information
regarding the seismological and
subgrade site conditions Early Design
Response Spectra (EDRS) are used for the
conceptual design

• SDC-3, SDC-4 and SDC-5 DBE EDRS are
developed from PSHA of nearby site
using 84th% fractile level and an
appropriate peak frequency broadening
to address potential increases to the
mean hazard 

• SDC-3 DRS are 40% to 52% of SDC-5 DRS 

• SDC-4 DRS are 58% to 67% of SDC-5 DRS
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Design Response Spectra
• 5% damped DRS for seismic design of SDC-1 and SDC-2 SSCs is developed following the provisions of ASCE 

7-10 (17), Section 11.4 that achieves anticipated reliability against total or partial structural collapse of:
• 10% for SDC-1 (Risk Category II) structures; and
• 3% for SDC-2 (Risk Category IV) structures 
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
VTR Seismic Response Analysis
• Soil-structure interaction analysis were performed for the VTR U11 Facility to develop seismic demands for 

conceptual design of VTR safety SSCs
• Input motion compatible to SDC-5 EDRS

was used to calculate structural demands
and in-structure seismic responses

• Seismic demands for conceptual design of
SDC-3 SSCs are obtained by scaling down
the calculated SDC-5 DBE responses by half
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
BWRX-300 SMR
• GEH’s new BWRX-300 Small Modular Reactor (SMR)
• is the tenth generation of the Boiling Water

Reactor (BWR) and represents the simplest, yet
most innovative BWR design

• uses simple, natural phenomena driven safety
systems that mitigate Loss-of-Coolant Accidents
(LOCA)

• is designed to optimize the cost of construction,
operation, maintenance, staffing and
decommissioning
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
BWRX-300 SMR Seismic Design
• BWRX-300 design follows the 10CFR50 requirements and regulatory guidance of Light 

Water Reactors (LWR) edition of NUREG-0800 Standard Review Plan (SRP) and relevant 
U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides (RGs)
• All SSCs providing safety function during and after a design level earthquake are categorized in Seismic 

Category (SC-I) and designed for Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) 
• SSE DRS are developed following the ASCE 43-05 performance-based approach for development of SDC-

5 DRS
• Design of SC-I SSCs considers only essentially elastic behavior without permanent deformations 

equivalent to ASCE 43-05 LS-D

• Seismic design of BWRX-300 SC-I SSCs ensures a consistent level of safety from 
earthquake induced failures (defined by level of response resulting in an onset of 
significant inelastic deformations ) with a probability of unacceptable performance: 
• less than about 1% if the ground motion is equal to the SSE
• less than about a 10% if the ground motion is equal to 1.5 x SSE
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
BWRX-300 SMR Seismic Design
• Per US NRC RG 1.143, RW-IIa seismic category is assigned to SSCs containing radioactive 

material which failure results in a total design basis unmitigated radiological release: 
• greater than 500 millirem per year at the boundary of the unprotected area, or
• maximum unmitigated exposure to site personnel within the protected area greater than 5 rem per year

• RW-IIa SSCs are designed for one half SSE considering LS-D essentially linear response
• The seismic design of all other SSCs is in accordance with IBC-2015 and ASCE 7-10
• II/I interaction evaluations are performed for BWRX-300 SSCs which structural failure 

may adversely affect the safety function of SC-I SSC to ensure 
• These SSCs can withstand an SSE design level event with limited permanent deformations and minimal 

damage corresponding to ASCE 43-05 LS-C
• The design considers increased seismic drifts to account for the limited inelastic response and ensure 

these SSCs will not collide with nearby SC-I SSC  during an SSE design level event
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GEH RIPB Seismic Design Experience and Perspectives
GEH RIPB Seismic Design Perspectives
• The VTR seismic design experience following the DOE RIPB approach is invaluable for the 

development of the new GE advanced sodium-cooled reactor technologies
• Technology specific graded seismic design approach will be followed with an ASCE 43 SDC and 

LS seismic categorization based on results of safety analyses
• Experience gained on the VTR project will help simplify the RIPB seismic categorization, 

analysis and design process and make them more effective

• GEH is closely following the prospects for implementation of RIPB approach for design of 
new LWR SMR technologies
• The RIPB seismic design approach can take advantage of the improved safety features and 

benefit the BWRX-300 SMR design for safety and cost

• Updates in the performance based seismic design method are being evaluated for their 
use in the GEH designs after the issuance of the next ASCE 43 code revision  



Closing Remarks and Questions



Oklo analysis: A proposed alternative 
risk-informed and performance-based 

regulatory framework for seismic safety 
at NRC regulated facilities

OKLO INC



Oklo develops clean energy generation sources with advanced 
fission to mitigate the social and environmental impacts of pollution 

as well as energy poverty.

About us
Raised the first-ever, modern, venture-led, series A for a fission company

Granted an INL site use permit from Department of Energy

Selected to demonstrate recycle of spent fuel at Idaho National Laboratory

Became the first advanced fission company in the country to have a license 
application accepted by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission



Fast facts

No water use

Saves 1,000,000 tons of CO2

1-2 MWe output

Recycles nuclear waste

20 year fuel life

Cooled by natural forces

Integrated with solar



COLA 
Approach
Submitted March 2020, Accepted 
June 2020



Approach overview
Pursuing custom COL for the INL Site

Largely deterministic approach 

Coupled with risk analysis iterations

Confirmed through performance-based programmatic 
controls

Changing the paradigm:
QAPD – approved by NRC
Continuity of staff – core team

Few to no “safety-related” components



Summary
The design process is iterative with insight from risk and 
external hazards, and PDC allow for a functional derivation 
of DBs

QAPD, ITP, TS, and ITAAC provide the programmatic controls that 
ensure the DBs and DCs are met starting from manufacturing, initial 
testing, and on an ongoing basis.

Ultimately, the Aurora-INL COLA is performance based.



Seismic 
Considerations 
for the Aurora



What does not matter for the 
Aurora…

Electricity • Does not rely on electricity to achieve a shutdown state
• Does not require electricity for removal of decay heat
• Passive heat removal from the fuel via heat pipes (no pumps, etc.)

Differential 
displacement

• Single building with no inlet or outlet pipes required for cooling
• Does not rely on the power conversion system for heat removal

Reactivity 
oscillations

• No reactor coolant sloshing since heat pipe cooled
• No rod oscillations since the rods are outside of the reactor



What matters for the Aurora…
The shutdown rods insert into the core.

The integrity of the shutdown rods is protected.

The reactor module maintains its integrity.



Aurora seismic analysis conclusions
1 The shutdown rods insert into 

the core.
Large tolerances allow for the insertion 
of shutdown rods.

2 The integrity of the shutdown 
rods is protected.

Structural analysis found the reactor 
module is robust during an extreme 
earthquake.

3 The reactor module maintains 
its integrity.

Structural analysis found the reactor 
module is robust during an extreme 
earthquake.



RIPB Seismic 
Standard
LMP/ASCE 43



Benefits of LMP/ASCE43
üPerformance-based approach

üReduces overdesigning of systems

üAppropriate scaling SDC of components 
proportionally to the seismic risk



Concerns with LMP/ASCE43
Suggests that the current framework is not risk-informed

Assumes highest risk category and most fragile category for components

Use of CDF and LERF to compare seismic PRA end states

Requires the use of a seismic PRA

These aspects of the LMP/ASCE43 methodology could be an 
undue burden to the Aurora and potentially other advanced reactor 

designs.



LMP/ASCE 43 methodology
Step Description Applied to the Aurora
Step 1 Select the initial ASCE 43 SDC and LS categories for each 

SSC and use the LBEs identified in the internal-events 
analysis, including the internal-events-based safety 
classification of various SSCs

Assume the SSCs for the Aurora are SDC-5 and 
LS-D

Step 2 Design SSCs according to applicable codes for the chosen 
SDC/LS

Design the SSCs to an SDC-5 and LS-D level

Step 3 Determine the fragility of SSCs Determine the fragilities and design criteria for 
Aurora SSCs in consultation with the LMP 
Component Group

Step 4 Perform the SPRA in accordance with applicable codes and 
guidance

Perform an SPRA, then compare it to a CDF or 
LERF.

Step 5 Check SPRA results against the F-C Target and cumulative risk 
criteria, as well as defense-in-depth, reliability, and other risk-
informed decision-making factors. Revise SDC and LS for 
SSCs as appropriate.

If an SPRA was performed, an F-C curve 
developed, and an LMP safety class initially 
assigned to all SSCs, there may be the ability to 
reduce the SDC for the component.

Step 6 Repeat Steps 2 to 5, as needed Possibly perform another complete design and 
iterate.

Step 7 Finalize the selection of ASCE 43 SDC and LS categories for 
the licensing basis seismic design

Perform another, final SPRA.



This proposed standard could be burdensome for 
advanced reactor designs and, therefore, might not meet 
the intent of NEIMA.

For advanced reactors like the Aurora, the same level of 
safety could be achieved through less burdensome 
deterministic methodologies that are widely already 
accepted in the seismic analysis community. 

Overall conclusion for the Aurora



Seismic 
Analysis for the 
Aurora
From the Aurora-INL COLA



Aurora seismic analysis steps
1. Determine and describe the appropriately bounding 

earthquake for the desired region.  In the case of the 
Aurora, the desired region bound the United States.

2. Determine the relevant structures, systems, or 
components (SSCs) that are potentially vulnerable to a 
seismic event and that require further analysis.

3. Analyze the relevant SSCs to determine impact of the 
appropriately bounding earthquake for the U.S.

4. Summarize the results of the seismic analyses to 
determine if the overall safety of the facility is 
impacted.



Aurora seismic site commitment
Seismic basis: The proposed site will not damage the 
Aurora reactor by a large ground acceleration.

Seismic event commitment: The largest recorded 
PGA for the proposed site will be determined under 
ASCE 7.  If the PGA of the proposed site exceeds 
0.50 g*, additional analyses must be performed.

*As a conservative measure, the Aurora seismic site commitment amplifies the ASCE 7 value to the the 
UHRS frequency associated with an SDC-5 facility.  The risk level associated with the Aurora meets the 
ANSI/ANS-2.26 definition of an SDC-2 facility.  



Benefits of the Aurora seismic 
methodology
ü Generic to the region of interest
ü Generic to the reactor design
ü Provides a bounding analysis, reducing PRA reliance
ü Does not require site specific investigations, unless the 

proposed site location is not bound by the analysis
ü Uses the ASCE 7, which is publicly available data for 

the entire United States



Conclusions
1. The LMP/ASCE43 standard might not be technology-inclusive

2. A seismic PRA is not always necessary to determine the design criteria for 
SSCs

3. For low-risk reactor designs, the SDC can be determined early in the 
design process due to a small source term

4. Language should be added to the standard to incentivize simple, easy to 
analyze, robust reactor designs

5. There needs to be additional language in the standard to reinforce that 
this is a voluntary approach that is valuable only in the case that a 
sufficient safety case cannot be made with a bounding analysis



Thank you
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NuScale Current Status of Seismic Risk Modeling

• NuScale performed a seismic margin assessment (SMA) 
as part of its design certification application
− Seismic PRA deferred to after COLA stage
− Hazard not quantified without a site

• Main finding: Seismic risk profile is very different from 
operating fleet
− No relay chattering
− Power supply (diesels, cabinets) failures are not risk significant
− Structural failures and valve mechanical failures dominate
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Civil Structural Design/Analysis – PRA interface

• PRA uses SSE (0.5g PGA) analysis inputs
− In-structure response spectra (ISRS) for component excitation
− RXB analysis for structural forces & moments

• Analysis scope limited to SSCs that could cause core damage if failed
• Capacity is derived from structural codes (ACI 349, ASCE 43, AISC 

N690) and material properties
• Conservatisms are replaced with median-centered values and 

uncertainties
• Demand-to-capacity ratios translated into earthquake scale factors
• Credit for ductility, when allowed

To date, no SMA results or insights have required revision of civil 
structural design or analysis (HCLPF > 0.84g)

Welter
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NuScale risk-informed decision making process

• PRA is kept up to date to support risk-informed decisions
• Every engineering change request is evaluated for risk impacts
• PRA membership on engineering change board and DRAP panel
• Additional risk evaluations are conducted to potential design 

alternatives
• RIPB activities are conducted by trained personnel on a project-by-

project basis following best practices
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Examples of Potential Risk-Informed Decisions in 
Seismic Design/Analysis
• Demand/capacity margins for wall shear/flexure could be adjusted to 

account for reinforcement ductility (when allowed)
• Separate criteria for component performance – operability vs. safety 

function
• Indirect, non-conservative effects of conservative design criteria, e.g. 

concrete compressive strength affects stiffness, modal response
− Complicates direct scaling of seismic loads

• For advanced reactor designs, seismic risk is likely to be dominated by 
severe, very rare earthquakes
− Incorporation of nonlinear soil-structure interaction effects (EPRI 

suggestion)
− Consideration of catastrophic failure modes (e.g. wall pushover) in 

structural analysis methods
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Challenges in applying RIPB methods

• Without a site hazard profile, performance goals (e.g. 1E-5/y) cannot 
be defined
− Wide hazard uncertainty bands and unclear acceptance criteria

• SMAs and SPRAs already use best-estimate limit states and 
corresponding consequences

• SMAs do not currently allow for frequency weighting by limit state, i.e. 
a binary definition of success or failure is typically required
− Possible future application for limit states in seismic PRAs, provided 

accident sequences can incorporate relevant consequences
• Fragility results not always sensitive to seismic design improvements
− In an SMA, a small number of seismic failures drive the top-level 

results
− Benefit of relaxed failure criteria may be negated by higher 

uncertainties
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Summary – Towards a Workable RIBP Seismic Design

• Two facets of seismic risk require further development
1. Use of hazard curves 

• Hazard uncertainty bands are very wide, making it difficult to define 
frequency of occurrence thresholds that incorporate uncertainty

• Severe diminishing returns when applied to robust structures

2. Need for staggered failure criteria for structures 
according to their severity and safety impact e.g.
• ASCE 43 limit states are a good start, but engineering judgment is 

required in their application
• Systematic screening for structural failures and their potential to lead to 

core damage and large release
• Need for categorical assumptions about consequences of failure beyond 

yield/crack propagation
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BREAK 



GENERAL DISCUSSION AND 
FEEDBACK ON RIPB APPROACH



SEE YOU TOMORROW! 
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